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Haven sofa

Haven redefines the modular upholstery system with sofas, stools,
tables and screens. The high back of the sofa provides excellent
personal privacy and acoustic performance. A place for personal
contemplation or interaction amongst a team. The supporting
elements give you a complete working solution.



Haven Bench

Haven Benches share the same design language and philosophy of
collaboration, the benches are available in three lengths and can be used
individually or linked.
The vertical elements, bulwarks, are either attached to the bench to act
as a backrest or perch or can be linked to the end of the bench as a perch
or to act as a spacial divider.
To complete the possibilities that Haven Bench provides three linking
modules are also offered. Haven Bench works seamlessly with the other
elements of the Haven system; tables, screens and mobile stools.



Haven Pods – Solo / Solo Plus

Solo provides a solution for short term desk based
environments, be it for individual focused work away from the
general workstation environment or as a temporary location for
a non desk based employee. Solo incorporates desktop power
and vertical cable management.



Haven Pods - Duo

A two person ‘Duo’ meeting space with bench seating is designed
to be generous in size to provide various sits from upright for a face
to face meeting to a more relaxed seating position supported in the
corner of the seat and using the backrest as an arm rest.
Panels are constructed from a steel framework and selected foam
densities suitable for noise absorption.
Weighted Level Difference (Dw) of 11dB sound reduction.



Haven Pods - Quad

Haven Pods are an acoustic solution to the modern office. They offer freestanding spaces to work or
meet in and provide a ‘haven’ from the acoustic and visual disruption typical within modern open
plan office environments.
Quad is a meeting space designed for 4 people with bench seating. The structure can also be used
on it’s own to create a photocopier hub to reduce the mechanical noise impact on the office.
Weighted Level Difference (Dw) of 11dB sound reduction.



Haven Pods - TeamWork

Teamwork is a meeting space for up to 6 people and can be combined with the ‘Together’
unit to provide a collaborative environment.
Haven Pods are designed to be used as an architectural element to the office, breaking up
spaces and adding to the visual landscape of the office.



Haven Pods – TeamMeeting

Creating informal environments for team meetings where groups of up to
ten can meet to talk and share, for the morning briefing, the quick
brainstorm or the afternoon coffee. The bench seating solution and small
freestanding central table support a concept of quick discussion and
resolution.

Team Resource

Team Resource provides a centralised location for these shared
resources along with storage for consumables such as paper,
cartridges and waste solutions including recycling stations all
within the acoustic shadow of the Haven Pod system.



Mote – Lounge seating

Mote has been designed to provide a holistic solution when designing
dynamic environments. Created as a complete lounge seating range, no
detail is an afterthought, with every inch having been given careful
consideration to eliminate dead space



Ad-lib Work Lounge
Ad-Lib Work Lounge multi-purpose chair has been developed particularly to
facilitate collaborative working. This generous fully upholstered chair, complete
with upholstered head rest, is available on glides or castors to suit a multitude
of environments. An adjustable fold down work surface makes it ideal for
breakout sessions and group working.



Orb - workstation
Orb is a revolutionary desking solution that allows the liberalisation of space
through 360 degree circular worktops. We’re not talking simply about cutting
corners, far from it, Orb’s design permits a natural fluidity to the workspace
allowing gentle crescents to be created through the simple interlocking of
workstations.



Pailo - workstation
As we continually move towards the desire for a more domestic working
environment, Pailo provides a softer approach to the more formal bench
desking systems that explores new ways to introduce fabric into the workplace.
A natural selection for any corporate space, Pailo’s defining wood legs are
available in a matt clear lacquer or a black stain to complement the wide range
of top finishes available. The inclusion of a gantry provides a hanging space for
Pailo’s versatile range of screens and accessories.



Focus - booth
The open office has delivered many benefits; however there is a need for
privacy within the workplace environment. Focus Booths provide a defined
space for individual focused work and spaced for team collaboration.
The space efficient geometric design also enhances the acoustic performance of
the product.



Elect – sofa

The simple crisp styling of the high back Elect sofa group has
been developed to respond to the growing demand for this
type of seating in the workplace. Available as a single and two
seat unit with complimentary tables it is sure to find a
multitude of applications.



Net.Work.Place – Modular Seating

Upholstered modules are in a single colour or in two (armrest modules and
seat and back upholstery), as long as both colours are from the same fabric
group. Module boxes can be combined with upholstered modules or bench
seats. Benches are available with a one-piece top, with rotating electrics or
with a split top and storage accessories. The sets of storage accessories for
split tops can be specified in combination with storage trays and lamps. All
NET.WORK.PLACE furniture is defined by its modular 80 mm height scale,
which is used throughout all cupboard and desking systems.



Net.Work.Place – Bench Table

Upholstered modules are in a single colour or in two (armrest modules and seat
and back upholstery), as long as both colours are from the same fabric group
To connect the modules, a set of connectors (2 per module) is delivered with each
module
Module boxes can be combined with upholstered modules or bench seats
Benches are available with a one-piece top, with rotating electrics or with a split
top and storage accessories
The sets of storage accessories for split tops can be specified in combination with
storage trays and lamps
All NET.WORK.PLACE furniture is defined by its modular 80 mm height scale, which
is used throughout all cupboard and desking systems.



Mobi

Mobi is an innovative mobile workstation that allows the user
to reconfigure his or her workspace on demand.
Mobi consists of a work surface and a sound-absorbing
partition on locking wheels, so it can be easily moved by one
person.
Mobi’s fabric covered partitions are available in a dynamic
range of colours and in two standard heights depending on
the desired amount of privacy.
Mobi is also ideally suited for consultancy and sales situations
such as banks, travel agencies or car dealerships and can also
be specified for ”hot desking” or hoteling office arrangements
where workers transition from office to office without a
dedicated workstation.



SmallRoom

The series SMALLROOM contains only a few elements, but provides for
many different possibilities and variations.
SMALLROOM can be used together in different modules or standing
alone.
SMALLROOM is developed in accordance with this and invites
individually or group activities at work.



SmallRoom Select

The already flexible sofa series Smallroom Plus is supplemented with
Smallroom Select. The sofa Smallroom Select consists of e full back with
semi-high or high gables that can be combined after need. A wall is also
added to the collection in order to further build rooms within rooms. The
wall can be ordered with an electric socket. Together the Smallroom
series makes a system that can easily be combined in order
to create complete and elegant meeting places.



Solitaire

Designed in 1958, the original chair made in solid oak. Present look
achieved in 1960 and has been manufactured ever since true to the
design. The chair is inspired by the strength and flexibility of the human
spine. The freedom to move and a chair that no matter size would fit any
body.



Shelter

Shelter is a sculptural and multipurpose piece of furniture which by its quality in
shape and design also offers a high level of comfort. Multi-color options are perfect
for establishing corporate identity.
The high back surrounds the user and offers a luxurious isolation from the
surroundings
Shelter creates a small oasis from disturbing and perhaps noisy surroundings. It is
also possible to create a small intimate sphere when more Shelters are put
together, and the room will at the same time almost become a sculptural park.



Lobby

Lobby is a modular seating system. The endless amount of
combinations between the various elements ensures that
Lobby can easily be adapted into all kinds of public areas .
The system is designed with a pragmatic approach to create a
seating which is not only comfortable and functional, but also
simplistic and inviting with a look that adapts into so many
different atmospheres.



Pacific High

Pacific High adds function and is very versatile in its use. It closes around
the user and creates its own room within the room, within any public
area.
Pacific High is therefore ideal for small private meetings in public spaces.
The sofa is available as a 2-seater. Optional with pillows and stitching in
contrast colours. Legs in brushed stainless steel, oak and ash.



IdeaPaint is sold in 50 Sq Ft kits. Each kit will cover 50 square feet of space.
Custom Colors available for Professional Series, call for details. Any standard
whiteboard or dry erase board cleaner will work on IdeaPaint .
Each Kit includes: IdeaPaint, ideal roller brush, can opener, mixing stick,
installation instructions, and 'ready on date' placard.

IDEAPAINT



Pivot rotates simply to create a writable, bar-height table. Available in steel 
coated with White IdeaPaint Powder (magnetic) or Baltic Birch Ply coated with 
IdeaPaint Clear.
Winner, Best of NeoCon Silver for Office Accessories. Solid construction, elegant 
design, and easy assembly. Available in wood and white. Rotates to create a 
Writable, Bar-Height Table (1st to market design).

Pivot



HB 1
Hotbox™ is a unique, flexible and secure portable personal storage system that is easy to use
and extremely durable, designed to make you and your workspace more productive.
Hotbox™ allows users to transport their work and personal items safely and easily around
the workplace, from a personal locker to a workstation, meeting location or home.
Designed to work with all existing storage, workstation and screen systems and makes your
workforce as flexible as your workplace.
Completely flexible interior that can accommodate any combination of A4 and US Legal
hanging files, binders, magazines, notebook PCs and more.



HB 2

Flexible interior can store tablets, laptops, phones, pens, files and
personal items. Soft feel handle for comfort. Soft, curvy and flexible
ABS plastic core. Interchangeable fabric or vinyl covers for complete
individuality. Fabric cover flips out of the way to reveal the interior.
Mount for optional shoulder strap for ease of carrying.



HB 3

This classic-type briefcase is made from lightweight material, with
optional covers in Camira Blazer or recycled fabrics like Camira Rivet.
It sports a purple lining with pockets for cables, mouse, pencils and
accessories. (We chose this colour as it’s unisex and
has positive vibes of creativity, nobility and wisdom).



HB-Go

Wherever you are, the HB-Go makes it quick and easy to optimise
your workspace, so work can flow. Just slide your HB-2R or HB-3R
into this perfect travel companion and zip it up. You’ll have room to
spare for your power leads, mouse and other travel accessories
thanks to its front and side pockets. Ergonomic, padded shoulder
straps make it easy to carry around, with everything you need to
work ready in seconds.



Can.Go

A brand new concept in mobile storage which is a cross-over between
traditional drawers and shoulder bags, resulting in a modular system
that can be used with any desk system and satisfies storage needs at
the office and on the go.



Hong Kong
MTM Solutions Ltd
Unit 4, 9/F, Westlands Centre, No. 20 Westlands Road, Quarry Bay, HongKong
Phone: +852 2520 6968 Facsimile: +852 2861 3468

India
MTM Workplace Solutions Pvt Ltd
Mumbai: 58/270, Mittal Estate, Near Maroi Naka, Andheri-Kurta Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai 400059.  Phone: +91 22 4245 4647 Facsimile: +91 11 4183 0224

Indonesia
PT. MTM Solutions 
30/F Menara Standard Chartered, Jl. Prof.Dr.Satrio KAV. 16. 
Jakarta, Indonesia 12930
Office : +62 21 2555 5881 Direct : +62 21 5793 6507 Fax : +62 21 2555 5601

Singapore
MTM Solutions Pte Ltd 
85 Playfair Road, 01-01 & 02-01 , Tong Yuan Building Singapore 368000
Phone: +65 6438 0692 Fax: +65 6438 0693

Malaysia  MTM Solutions Sdn Bhd

Phone: +60 15 4877 0942

OUR LOCATIONS

mtmsolution.com


